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The rotational kinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich (rkSZ) signal, imprinted on the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) by the gaseous halos (spinning “atmospheres”) of foreground galaxies, would be
a novel probe of galaxy formation. Although the signal is too weak to detect in individual galaxies,
we analyze the feasibility of its statistical detection via stacking CMB data on many galaxies for
which the spin orientation can be estimated spectroscopically. We use an “optimistic” model, in
which fully ionized atmospheres contain the cosmic baryon fraction and spin at the halo’s circular
velocity vcirc, and a more realistic model, based on hydrodynamical simulations, with multi-phase
atmospheres spinning at a fraction of vcirc. We incorporate realistic noise estimates into our analysis.
Using low-redshift galaxy properties from the MaNGA spectroscopic survey (with median halo mass
of 6.6 × 1011M), and CMB data quality from Planck, we find that a 3σ detection would require
∼> 10
6 galaxies, even in the optimistic model. This is too high for current surveys, but higher-angular
resolution future CMB experiments will significantly reduce the requirements: stacking CMB data
on galaxy spins in a few×10 deg2 can rule out the optimistic models, and ≈1,300 deg2 will suffice
for a 3σ detection with CMB-S4 experiments. As a proof-of-concept, we stacked Planck data on
the position of ≈ 2, 000 MaNGA galaxies, aligned with the galaxies’ projected spin, and scaled to
their halos’ angular size. We rule out average temperature dipoles larger than ≈ 5.7µK. Restricted
to spiral galaxies in non-cluster environments, we find a hint of a temperature dipole of 2.3µK
(at ≈ 2σ). This value is two orders of magnitude larger than the expected rkSZ signal, but if the
detection is confirmed in future data to be real, it could be explained by Doppler-shifted emission
from dust that is kinematically coupled to the gas.
Keywords: Cosmic microwave background, large scale structure of the universe, formation & evolution of
stars & galaxies.
I. INTRODUCTION
A deeper understanding of galaxy formation and evo-
lution requires comparing the expected properties of the
circumgalactic medium (CGM) with observations. These
properties, predicted by simulations, include the CGM’s
density, composition, ionization state, and kinematics,
as well as the evolution of these quantities through cos-
mic time. For reviews of the CGM and its connection to
galaxy evolution, see, e.g. [1, 2].
Cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons inter-
act with the free electrons in the CGM plasma, and can
therefore probe the CGM’s properties. The kinematic
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (kSZ) is the gain/loss of mo-
mentum of these photons as they scatter coherently off
electrons with a bulk motion relative to the CMB [3]. The
kSZ effect can be used to either learn about the free elec-
tron distribution given some kinematic information, or to
infer the CGM’s peculiar velocity given its free electron
density. We refer the reader to [4] for a detailed review
of this effect.
The use of mean pairwise statistics enabled the early
detection of the kSZ effect induced by the proper motions
of galaxy clusters [5], and the same method has recently
been applied successfully to galaxies [6, 7]. The kSZ sig-
nal due to clusters’ proper motions has also been detected
∗ jzorrilla@astro.columbia.edu
in stacked data [8, 9] and through high-resolution imag-
ing of individual systems [10]. It has also been detected
in cross-correlation analyses of projected fields [11, 12].
Rotating gaseous halos should imprint an additional,
dipole-like temperature pattern in the CMB at their loca-
tion. This signal, which we will refer to as rotational kSZ
effect (rkSZ, as in [13]), appears on small angular scales
(∼< 10 arcmin, corresponding to the halo virial radii Rvir),
and has been studied in the context of galaxy clusters
both analytically [14, 15] and with simulations [16]. Re-
cently, a tentative detection has been claimed [13], stack-
ing Planck data [17] on the location of rotating clusters
identified in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, [18]).
In the near future, high-resolution CMB experiments
will allow an extension of these studies to probe the ro-
tation of the gaseous halos of individual galaxies. While
the signal-to-noise for individual galaxies will remain too
low, spin orientations can be estimated for large num-
bers of nearby galaxies in forthcoming spectroscopic sur-
veys. Motivated by this prospect, in this paper, we assess
the feasibility of detecting the rkSZ effect via stacking
CMB data on many galaxies. At present, asymmetries
in the CMB temperature aligned with the rotation axis
of nearby galaxies have been measured [19–22], but the
origin of these asymmetries is not yet fully understood
(see § VI).
Our manuscript is organized as follows. We start with
a description of our models for the rkSZ signal from
gaseous galactic halos (§ II). We next describe how to
stack CMB data and extract the rkSZ signal statisti-
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2cally (§ III), and forecast the number of galaxies needed
for a 3σ detection for a variety of experimental set-
tings (§ IV). We then proceed to apply these techniques
to existing public CMB and galaxy survey data (§ V). In
particular, we derive an upper limit on the mean CMB
temperature asymmetry in Planck data, associated with
galaxy spins in the spectroscopic MaNGA survey (Map-
ping Nearby Galaxies at APO, [23]). Finally, we discuss
different caveats and extensions of our analysis and re-
sults (§ VI) and summarize our main conclusions (§ VII).
All calculations assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.316, Ωb = 0.048, h = 0.675 and Tcmb = 2.725 K.
II. MODELING THE ROTATIONAL KSZ
(RKSZ) SIGNAL FROM GALAXIES
A. The rkSZ imprint on the CMB
Free electrons moving relative to the Hubble flow in-
duce temperature anisotropies on the CMB through scat-
tering. This kinetic effect is frequency-independent and
cannot be isolated from the primordial CMB in the same
way as the thermal SZ effect. The kSZ-induced tempera-
ture fluctuations depend on the line-of-sight (los) integral
of the density as well as the peculiar velocity of the elec-
trons. Since the CGM is optically thin to photons from
the CMB, we can express the relative change in tem-
perature from free electrons in a galactic halo using the
single-scattering limit,
∆T
T
(~n) =
σT
c
∫
los
dl ne~v · ~n
=
σT
c
∫
los
dl ne (r) v (R) cosφ sin i
(1)
where ~n is the unit vector that defines the point on
the sky where the CMB temperature is measured, σT is
the Thomson cross section, c is the speed of light, ne is
the electron density, and ~v is the velocity of the electrons
in the CMB rest frame. The last equality applies to a
spherically symmetric distribution of free electron (r is
the distance to the halo’s center), moving along circular
orbits of radius R with velocity v (R). The azimuth an-
gle is φ and the galaxy’s inclination angle i (0 deg for a
face-on galaxy, 90 deg for edge-on). Fig. 3 below shows
an example of the dipole-like temperature anisotropy in-
duced by a rotating halo on the CMB.
For simplicity, we do not include the kSZ effect induced
by the galaxy’s mean peculiar velocity in our models, but
we discuss its effect on measurements in § VI A below
(along with the effect of uncertainties on model param-
eters, such as the inclination angle and stellar mass of
each galaxy).
B. Galactic atmospheres: electron density
The first ingredient needed to estimate the rkSZ signal
is the electron density, which, for simplicity, we assume
to be spherically symmetric, ne(r).
A simple reference model, which has been used in the
study of rotating galaxy clusters, is one with fully ion-
ized hot gas in hydrostatic equilibrium within the gravi-
tational potential of the galaxy’s host dark matter (DM)
halo [13–16]. While this model cannot describe galaxy-
sized halos, for which a significant fraction of the gas is
in a cold and neutral phase, it is still useful as an upper
limit to the electron number density. We will refer to
such a galactic atmosphere as “hot”.
A more realistic electron density distribution is given
by the multi-phase atmospheric model developed in [24].
We reproduce here its main equations for convenience,
and refer the reader to [24] for more detailed explana-
tions. The difference in the distribution of ionized gas in
this model and the hot upper limit is shown in Fig. 1 for
three galaxies of different mass.
The starting point for the multi-phase model is the
galaxy’s stellar mass, which we assume to be indepen-
dent of redshift, that is M?(z) ≈ M?(0). This approxi-
mation is justified because we only work with galaxies in
the local universe. For a given M?(0), we find the virial
mass of the galaxy’s host halo, Mv(0), using the fit in
[25] (see Eqs. A3-A4 in their appendix). We then scale
Mv(0) to the halo mass Mv(z) at earlier redshift using
the relationship, based on N -body simulations, in [26]:
Mv(z) = Mv(0) exp
(
−8.2z
C0v
)
. (2)
This assumes an NFW profile [27] for the host DM
halos. The mass-dependent NFW halo concentration pa-
rameter at zero redshift, C0v , is derived from the fit to
simulations in [28]:
C0v = 9
(
Mv(0)
1.5× 1013/hM
)−0.13
. (3)
We define the halo’s virial radius and mass following
the equations in [29]. For simplicity, we further assume
that the total baryonic mass inside a halo corresponds
to its cosmic mass fraction, fb = Ωb/Ωm. We relax this
assumption, and discuss how lower baryon fractions affect
our results, in § VI A below.
The hot atmosphere, used as an upper bound, is fully
determined by the DM halo mass and its baryon fraction
(see Eqs. 9-11 in [24]). Defining ξ ≡ r/rs as the dimen-
sionless radial coordinate normalized by the halo’s scale
radius rs ≡ Rvir/C0v , the free electron density profile for
the hot atmosphere, nhe (ξ), is given by:
3nhe (ξ) =
ρ0
µemp
(
ξ + 34
)
(ξ + 1)
2 , (4)
ρ0 =
fbMv
4pir3sg(Cv)
, (5)
g(x) ≡ 9 ln
(
1 +
4
3
x
)
− 8 ln (1 + x)− 4x
1 + x
. (6)
We use a mean atomic weight per electron µe = 1.18
(appropriate for ionized gas with mean cosmological
abundance ratios) and mp is the proton mass.
In galaxy-sized halos, a significant fraction of the
baryons cool and condense into a neutral phase, a part of
which form stars. The cooling time of the gas depends on
its density, temperature, and cooling rate, Λ. For a halo
whose time since its formation is tf , the electron density
above which hot gas has had time to cool is:
nce =
3µekbT
2µitfΛ(T,Zg)
, (7)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature
corresponding to the halo’s maximum circular velocity,
and Zg the metallicity of the gas. The halo’s formation
time is the lookback time to the redshift at which it has
accreted half its mass. We adopt the cooling function
parametrized in Appendix A of [24] for a metallicity of
Zg = 0.3 Z.
The density in the outer regions of massive halos is be-
low nce, gas hasn’t had time to cool, and the free electron
density is given by Eq. 4. In the inner regions, the density
exceeds nce and most gas cools into a neutral phase. The
transition between the two regimes takes place at the
cooling radius. In the inner regions, there will still be
some residual hot gas. We will refer to the ionized com-
ponent of galactic atmospheres as “coronae”. Assuming
the hot corona reaches hydrostatic equilibrium adiabat-
ically and its density at the cooling radius matches the
cooling density, its free electron density is given by:
nhce (ξ) = n
c
e
[
]1 +
3.7
ξ
ln (1 + ξ)− 3.7
ξc
ln (1 + ξc)
]3/2
,
(8)
where ξc is the dimensionless cooling radius. We will
refer to this, more realistic, galactic atmosphere model
as “multi-phase”.
C. Galactic atmosphere: kinematics
The second ingredient needed is the velocity field of
the free electrons. As for the free electron density, we
consider two models: an upper bound and a more real-
istic rotational velocity. In both cases, we assume the
velocity field has cylindrical symmetry.
The upper bound model presumes baryons rotate at
the host halo’s circular velocity, which can be expressed
FIG. 1. Density profiles for the ionized gas for fully ionized
galactic atmospheres (“hot”, in red) and multi-phase atmo-
spheres (“multi-phase”, in blue) as a function of distance to
the center in virial radii units for galaxies of three differ-
ent stellar masses. The gas metallicity is Zg = 0.3 Z and
the DM density profile of the host halo is shown in black
for reference. The halos’ virial masses are {1.2 × 1011, 3.4 ×
1011, 3.3 × 1012}M, their virial radii {327, 466, 1024} kpc,
and their concentrations {17.3, 15.0, 11.0}, respectively.
as a function of the cylindrical radial coordinate normal-
ized by the halo’s scale radius, %:
vc(%) =
√
4piGr2s [ln (1 + %)− %(1 + %)−1]
%
. (9)
The angular momentum of galaxies and their halos is
typically expressed in terms of the ratio between the sys-
tem’s angular velocity and the one corresponding to full
rotational support, or spin parameter, λ. While for DM
halos λ is generally small (λ ≈ 0.05, see [30]), for gas
it can reach order unity when it collapses towards the
halo’s center as it cools and is observed in disk galaxies.
We refer to a model with λ = 1, whose circular velocity
is given by Eq. 9 as “fast”, or a “fast rotator”.
We also consider a more realistic model with λ < 1,
and define its velocity field as a fraction of the circular
velocity: v(%) = f(%,Mv)vc(%). This fraction depends
on the halo’s mass and the distance to its center. The
starting point are measurements of the tangential veloc-
ity of hot gas in hydrodynamical simulations (see Fig. 3
in [31]). For low-mass halos (∼< 1013M), this veloc-
ity drops from ≈ 75% of the virial velocity (defined as
the circular velocity at the virial radius) in the inner re-
gions to ≈ 10% at the virial radius. For high-mass halos
(∼> 1013M), the ratio of velocities remains roughly con-
stant at ≈ 10%. Instead of the virial velocity, we use the
circular velocity as a normalization, to avoid λ > 1 in the
halos’ innermost regions. We use as a fitting formula:
4FIG. 2. Radial profiles of the tangential gas velocity for a fast
rotator (in red, rotating at the halo’s circular velocity) and
a slow rotator (in blue, rotating at a velocity consistent with
simulations [31]) for galaxies of three different stellar masses.
f = min
{
m log
R
Rvir
+ 0.1, 1
}
, (10)
m = −6.0×10−6 (logMv)2+3.2×10−1 logMv−4.4. (11)
The resulting velocity profile, which we will refer to as
“slow”, is shown in Fig 2, for three different halo masses,
together with the alternative, ”fast” profiles. As the fig-
ure shows, the ”slow” profiles are much less sensitive to
the halo’s mass. The velocities derived from the slow
model are in agreement with those predicted for Milky
Way and M31 analogs (see [32]).
III. CHARACTERIZING THE OBSERVED
RKSZ SIGNAL
Detecting the dipole-like kSZ signal induced by the
rotation of galactic halos is challenging compared to that
from galaxy clusters. The signal is diminished by the
smaller projected electron number density (due to smaller
halos), the lower ionization fraction (due to some of the
gas cooling and recombining), and smaller angular size
on the sky (the beam width for a given CMB experiment
will smooth the signal). Stacking the signal from many
galaxies turns into a necessity.
Different spatial filters can be used to extract the signal
from the noise in the stacked data. In this study, we
consider two filters: an aperture filter that measures the
temperature asymmetry between its right and left halves,
and a matched filter designed based on the profile of the
expected signal. We next discuss these filters, as well
as the expected noise levels and resulting signal-to-noise
ratios in both cases.
FIG. 3. Upper panel: 2D map of the expected fractional
temperature change induced in the CMB by the rotation of
a M∗ = 1010M galaxy hosted by a 3.4× 1011M DM halo
with a virial radius of 465.9 kpc and a concentration param-
eter of Cv = 15.0 at a redshift of z = 0.03, assuming the
multi-phase slow model. The galaxy’s inclination is 1 rad and
the signal has been convolved with a 5 arcmin FWHM beam
(represented by the small dotted circles at the center), while
the halo virial radius has an apparent size of 12.5 arcmin.
Lower panel: cut along the X-axis of the dipole-like sig-
nal in the upper panel, for galaxies of three different stellar
masses. The predictions in the hot+fast model (fully ionized
atmosphere rotating at the halo’s circular velocity) are shown
in red, and the multi-phase, slow model are shown in blue.
The signal was calculated for a metallicity of Zg = 0.3 Z,
and shown in absolute value. The profile of the convolving
beam is displayed in black.
5A. Aperture filter
An aperture filter that measures the temperature dif-
ference between its two halves can be used to measure
a rkSZ signal, as long as it is centered on the galaxies’
and its halves aligned with the galaxies’ projected spin
vector. A simple statistic is the mean temperature on
the right minus the left half of the filter (or dipole):
s ≡ ∆TR −∆TL. (12)
In the absence of a rkSZ effect, we expect this statistic to
average to zero. It is a robust statistic, in the sense that it
is sensitive to any CMB temperature asymmetry relative
to the galaxies’ projected spin vectors, regardless of the
specific shape of the asymmetry. It is also insensitive to
any symmetric (on average) signal induced by the halos,
such as the thermal SZ effect (tSZ) or the kSZ effect due
to the galaxies’ peculiar velocities.
Even in the absence of any kSZ effect, a dipole may
arise due to random anisotropies in the CMB within the
aperture filter. While the mean dipole due to the CMB’s
random fluctuations is zero (〈s〉cmb = 0), its variance is
not, and should be accounted for as noise. The variance
is sourced by both CMB temperature anisotropies and
by instrumental noise. Combining both contributions in
a single angular power spectrum C` = C
cmb
` + C
noise
` ,
the variance of s can be computed as (see [33] and Ap-
pendix B):
σ2s =
〈(
∆T
R
)2〉
+
〈(
∆T
L
)2〉
− 2
〈
∆T
R
∆T
L
〉
= 2
[〈(
∆T
R
)2〉
−
〈
∆T
R
∆T
L
〉] (13)
The aperture filter is defined by its window function
W (x, y) in a coordinate system in which the galaxies’
spin points towards the positive y-axis. The covariance
between the mean temperatures measured over the two
halves of the window function by an instrument whose
beam profile in Fourier space, or beam function, is b`,
can be estimated by〈
∆T
R
∆T
L
〉
=
∫
d2`
(2pi)
2 b
2
`C`W˜
∗
L(`)W˜R(`), (14)
where W˜ ∗ is the Fourier transform of W (x, y). The vari-
ance in each of the two halves follows from the analo-
gous expressions, but with |W˜L|2 or |W˜R|2 in the inte-
grand. The window function for the aperture filter is
semi-analytic in Fourier space (see Eq.B3).
B. Matched filter
The aperture filter described in § III A is robust, but
not optimal, since not all the information encoded in
the shape of the signal is used. The optimal approach
would be to use a matched filter (see, for example, [34]).
For each galaxy, the optimal filter is essentially the ex-
pected rkSZ signal pattern, with the different angular
scales weighted by the expected noise (CMB anisotropies
and instrumental noise). In Fourier space,
M˜F(`) =
1∫
d2`
|∆˜TkSZ(`)|2
C`
∆˜T
∗
kSZ(`)
C`
. (15)
For each galaxy, this filter can be applied to the corre-
sponding CMB data, and the result stacked for all galax-
ies in the survey. The expected signal will make itself
apparent as a high peak at the center of the stack. In
the absence of any signal, the filtered data will yield pure
noise. The height of the central peak relative to the stan-
dard deviation in the absence of signal can be used as an
estimate for the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detec-
tion via this approach.
Note that additionally, a matched filter is optimal only
if the model used for its design corresponds to the true
signal in the data. Also, contrary to the aperture filter,
the matched filter is not insensitive to potential isotropic
signals induced by galactic halos, such as the tSZ effect
or kSZ effect induced by peculiar velocities (see § VI A).
IV. MEASUREMENT SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND
REQUIRED NUMBER OF GALAXIES
In order to coherently stack CMB data for each galaxy,
without nulling their rkSZ signal, we need to align
the CMB data with each galaxy’s projected spin an-
gle. These angles can be measured, for instance, from
spatially-resolved spectroscopic data. Integral field spec-
troscopy enables the efficient acquisition of such data for
thousands of galaxies. Examples of recent and ongoing
surveys include MaNGA [35] and SAMI [36].
To assess the viability of measuring the stacked rkSZ
signal, we estimated the number of galaxies needed for a
3σ detection.
We considered galaxy surveys with the same redshift
and stellar-mass distributions as MaNGA (specifically its
”primary” sample, see § V A) and SAMI. We divided each
survey’s range of redshift and stellar mass in a 40 × 40
grid, resulting in 235 non-empty bins for MaNGA and
358 for SAMI, shown in Figure 4. The expected signal,
si, and noise, σi, contributed by each bin is estimated
from the mean redshift 〈zi〉 and stellar mass, 〈M?i〉 of
galaxies in each bin, for simplicity.
Assuming galaxies are randomly oriented, the prob-
ability density function of their inclination angle i is
p(i) = sin i, and the mean inclination is 〈i〉 = 1 rad,
which is the value we adopted for all bins. The SNR for
the full survey is a weighted average of the signal and
noise in each bin:
SNR =
√
Ngal
∑Nbin
i=1 wifisi√∑Nbin
i=1 w
2
i fiσ
2
i
≡√NgalSNR1. (16)
6FIG. 4. The distribution of galaxies in redshift and stellar
mass, in the two prototype surveys considered to assess the
feasibility of detecting the kSZ signal induced by the rotation
of galactic halos. The top panel corresponds to the primary
sample in MaNGA, and the lower panel to SAMI.
Here Ngal is the total number of galaxies in the survey,
distributed among Nbin bins, each with a fraction of the
total fi, and SNR1 is the equivalent single-galaxy SNR,
which depends on the average properties of the survey’s
galaxies. After some algebra, it can be shown that the
weights that maximize the survey’s SNR are wi = si/σ
2
i .
Future high-resolution CMB experiments will be able
to resolve the halos of nearby galaxies. For relatively
large scales (` < 103), primordial CMB fluctuations are
the dominant source of noise. At smaller scales, we also
consider instrumental noise for the five different experi-
mental configurations listed in Table I. Each experiment
is characterized by its beam’s FWHM and its instru-
mental noise, which is defined by a white, `-independent
power spectrum [37].
The first configuration in Table I corresponds to Planck
(we use as a reference its 217 GHz channel, whose fre-
quency is close to the one at which the tSZ is null). The
second is the 148 GHz channel from ACT (the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope [38]), the third is the “Goal” tar-
get for the 145 GHz channel of the Simons observatory
(Simons observatory [39]), the fourth is a possible high-
frequency channel of a CMB stage 4 experiment (CMB-
S4 [40]) and the fifth a potential high-resolution future
CMB experiment, (CMB-HD [41]).
For illustration, in Figure 5 we show a compari-
son of the power spectrum of the intrinsic temperature
anisotropies of the CMB (computed with CAMB [42]) and
of the instrumental noise for all five configurations.
FWHM ∆Tnoise
Experiment [arcmin] [µK arcmin]
Planck 5.00 45.6
ACT 1.40 15.0
Simons 1.40 6.0
CMB-S4 1.40 1.0
CMB-HD 0.25 0.5
TABLE I. Instrumental configurations considered for different
existing and planned CMB experiments, defined in each case
by the beam’s FWHM and the rms noise level.
FIG. 5. Comparison between the power spectrum of CMB
temperature anisotropies, including instrumental noise which
dominates at ` ∼> few10
3, and that for the expected rkSZ
signal for three galaxies of different stellar mass (the same
galaxies used in Figs. 1-3). The scale on the left y-axis refers
to the CMB+noise and the scale on the right to the kSZ
power spectra. Note that the rkSZ power is several orders of
magnitude lower than that from the combination of CMB +
instrumental noise.
Also shown in the figure, for reference, is the power
spectrum of the rkSZ signal, |∆TkSZ(`)|2, for galaxies
with three different stellar masses (defined simply as the
2D Fourier transform of the signal in Eq. 1 and shown in
Fig. 3). The labels on the y axis on the left correspond
to the CMB and the instrumental noise, and on the right
to the kSZ signal. The large difference in magnitudes is
indicative of the large number of galaxies that will need
to be stacked to required to separate the signal from the
noise.
We used the two filters described in § III to compute
the signal and the noise contributed by each galaxy bin.
The measured signal results from applying the filters to
the expected theoretical kSZ signal from the two models
detailed in § II: a hot, fast-rotating and a multi-phase,
slow-rotating galactic atmosphere. The size of the aper-
ture filter used is 0.1Rvir; this value maximizes the sig-
7nal but we have found that our results are insensitive to
apertures in the range 0.1-0.2Rvir.
The signal for the aperture filter is the magnitude
of the measured temperature dipole, given in Eq. 12,
whereas for the matched filter, it is the height of the cen-
tral peak of its convolution with the expected theoretical
signal, as discussed in § III B.
The noise level for the aperture filter is computed di-
rectly from Eq. (13), using the numerical C` that in-
cludes both the primary CMB and the instrumental noise
(shown in Fig. 5). For the matched filter, in each redshift
and stellar-mass bin i, we created 100 independent real-
izations of synthetic noise-only CMB maps. Each syn-
thetic noise map is generated from a Gaussian random
field, defined again by the combined power spectrum of
the CMB and the experiment’s instrumental noise. Each
map is then convolved with the matched filter for the
mean redshift 〈zi〉 and stellar mass, 〈M?i〉 in that bin
and yields a peak height in real space; the noise is com-
puted as the standard deviation of these 100 peak-height
values.
The above exercise yields the signal-to-noise ratio per
galaxy SNR1 in Eq. (16), and the number of galaxies Ngal
required for a 3σ detection follows by setting the total
SNR=3 in this equation. The result is shown for each
combination of galaxy survey type and CMB experiment
in Table II.
As expected, the required number of galaxies is large,
ranging from prohibitively large values (5.9 × 106 − 3 ×
108 for the existing CMB experiments Planck and ACT
and the realistic multi-phase, slow-rotating models), to
more tractable values with future experiments, down to
7.2× 104 in the realistic models, and to as small as 7.5×
102 in the hot, fast-rotating case. The table also shows
that matched filtering can reduce the number of galaxies
needed, compared with the aperture filter, by a factor of
≈ 2 for Planck, and by more than an order of magnitude
for a CMB Stage 4 experiment. However, this statistic is
more sensitive to modeling errors, filter misplacements,
and isotropic signals on the scale of galactic halos (tSZ,
kSZ from peculiar velocities).
While the numbers are large for all the cases, future
CMB experiments will be able to rule out most mod-
els and should be able to make a detection (see further
discussion of the detection feasibility in § VI C below).
V. STACKING PLANCK DATA AT THE
POSITIONS OF MANGA GALAXIES
As a proof-of-concept, we stacked Planck data at the
positions of galaxies from the MaNGA survey. While the
number of galaxies is insufficient to make a rkSZ detec-
tion, it can yield an upper limit on the average CMB
temperature dipole aligned with galaxies’ spin.
MaNGA-like SAMI-like
Hot, fast rotating corona
Planck 3.1e6 —1.6e6 1.2e7 — 6.1e6
ACT 2.6e5 — 9.2e4 7.1e5 — 3.0e5
Simons 2.2e5 — 2.3e4 5.5e5 — 7.2e4
CMB-S4 2.1e5 — 2.4e3 5.1e5 — 6.1e3
CMB-HD 9.5e4 — 7.5e2 9.9e4 — 1.4e3
multi-phase, slow rotating corona
Planck 1.7e8 — 8.5e7 6.0e8 — 3.0e8
ACT 1.8e7 — 5.9e6 6.1e7 — 2.1e7
Simons 1.5e7 — 1.6e6 4.8e7 — 5.7e6
CMB-S4 1.4e7 — 1.9e5 4.5e7 — 7.0e5
CMB-HD 7.1e6 — 7.2e4 1.8e7 — 2.6e5
TABLE II. The number of galaxies required for a 3σ detection
of a rkSZ signal. For each combination of CMB experiment
and galaxy survey type, the number on the left corresponds to
the aperture filter (measured at 0.1Rvir) and the one on the
right to matched filtering. Configurations that require fewer
galaxies than those available within the stellar-mass and red-
shift range of the galaxy survey, and could therefore plausibly
yield a detection, are highlighted in boldface (see § VI C for
discussion).
A. Galaxy data: MaNGA
MaNGA is an integral field survey with the goal to
acquire spatially-resolved spectroscopy from ≈ 10, 000
galaxies [43]. Galaxies were targeted to follow a (roughly)
flat distribution with respect to their stellar mass, along
two different sequences [44]. The first, or “Primary” sam-
ple, consists of low-redshift galaxies for which MaNGA’s
IFU spectrographs cover ≈ 1.5 times their half-light ra-
dius, Re. The second, or “Secondary” sample, is com-
prised of higher-redshift galaxies, for which MaNGA’s
spatial coverage increases to ≈ 2.5Re. A third sam-
ple, the “Color-enhanced supplement”, increases the sur-
vey’s galaxy count in areas of the Primary sample’s color-
magnitude diagram that are otherwise poorly sampled.
Galaxies in the Primary sample contribute the most to
the overall SNR of the stacked kSZ signal, because its
galaxies have larger apparent size on the sky (for a given
stellar mass), and therefore their kSZ signal is suppressed
less by the CMB beam’s smoothing.
Among other data products, MaNGA provides, for
each observed galaxy, two-dimensional maps of line-of-
sight velocities separately for stars and gas. This kine-
matic information can be used to estimate the galaxy’s
spin angle projected on the sky, hence the usefulness of
this survey to try to detect any effect (on average) of the
galaxies’ rotation.
After applying a series of quality cuts described in Ap-
pendix C to MaNGA’s DRPall catalog, made publicly
available as part of SDSS’s data release DR15, our stack-
ing sample consists of 2,664 galaxies: 1,231 are part of the
Primary sample, 982 are part of the Secondary sample,
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We used additional value-added catalogs to access in-
formation about the galaxies in our stacking sample that
is not included in the DRPall catalog. The MaNGA
Morphology Deep Learning DR15 catalog supplies infor-
mation on the galaxies’ morphology. The morphologi-
cal classification is performed using an automated model
trained and tested on SDSS-DR7 images [45]. The 2,664
galaxies are split by type as follows: 282 are ellipticals,
424 are S0s, 1,953 are spirals, and 5 are classified as ir-
regulars.
Finally, the Galaxy Environment for MaNGA Value
Added Catalog (GEMA-VAC, [46]) provides environmental
information based on the sign of the eigenvalues of the
tidal tensor at the location of each galaxy [47]. In our
stacking sample, 1,056 galaxies are in a cluster environ-
ment, 1,239 in filaments, 331 in sheets, and 38 in voids.
B. CMB data: Planck
We used publicly available CMB maps from
Planck [48], specifically the full mission, tempera-
ture SMICA-noSZ map. These are produced by a linear
combination of multi-frequency CMB maps that cancels
any contribution with the spectrum of the tSZ effect,
leaving the kSZ signal, which has the same spectrum as
the CMB, unaffected. It also cleans other foreground
signals, based on their contribution to the variance in
the data.
On average, the tSZ signal from galaxy halos should be
isotropic. While measurements with the aperture filter
described in § III A are insensitive to isotropic signals,
measurements based on a matched filtering could be af-
fected, as we discuss in § VI A. It is therefore preferable
to use data that has already been cleaned from other
halo-induced temperature anisotropies, such as the tSZ.
The maps have a HEALPix resolution Npix = 2048
and a spatial angular resolution of 5 arcmin FWHM.
We combined the temperature data with the common
temperature confidence mask before preforming any mea-
surement.
C. Stacking
CMB data needs to be aligned with the galaxies’ pro-
jected spin angle. Otherwise, any possible rkSZ signal
would be cancelled. We also scaled the Planck data with
the angular diameter of each galaxy’s halo, to add the
signal profiles coherently.
Since we are interested in capturing the rotation of ion-
ized gaseous halos, we chose the emission line with the
shortest wavelength (highest photon energy) for which
MaNGA provides kinematic information: O II. For both
of the two lines that form the doublet (3,727 A˚ and
3,729 A˚, corresponding to temperatures of 3.8 × 104 K),
we computed the momentum of their line-of-sight veloc-
ity map relative to the galaxy’s position in the catalog:
L =
∑
i
Fivi × ri (17)
For each spaxel, i, the line-of-sight velocity, vi, and
the flux, Fi, are weighted with their inverse variance be-
fore entering the cross-product with the spaxel’s position
vector, ri. The projected spin angle for each line is the
angle between L and the North direction. The spin angle
for the galaxy is the average of the spin angle for each of
the doublet’s lines.
We confirmed that our results do not depend on the
specific line used to estimate the spin angle. We reached
the same results using Ne III, and angles estimated from
all emission lines measured by MaNGA are highly cor-
related with each other. This is not surprising, since
MaNGA probes the inner regions of halos (up to ≈ 1.5Re
or ≈ 2.5Re), where gas kinematics tend to be coherent.
One of the criteria used to select the galaxies used for
this analysis was precisely that the spin angle did not
depend strongly on the tracer used to compute it; we re-
jected galaxies for which the spin angle estimated from
O II differed significantly from the one estimated from
Hα (see Appendix C). A visual inspection showed that
most of these rejected galaxies have complex kinematics
or are face-on systems that would not contribute to the
rkSZ signal.
MaNGA measures the gas kinematics only in the inner
regions of galaxies, on average up to ≈ 2% of the galax-
ies’ virial radius (≈ 5 − 6% in the most highly resolved
cases). By comparison, the rkSZ signal peaks further
out, in the inner halo, at 0.1−0.2Rvir (depending on the
CMB experiment’s beam size). This corresponds to an
extrapolation by a factor of several in spatial scale; a key
assumption in our analysis is therefore that the galaxies’
gaseous halos at this radius co-rotates with their inner
region where the spin is measured. In a hierarchical for-
mation scenario, this is not necessarily the case, for outer
halos may have built up from contributions with different
angular momenta [49]. A non-detection can then be due
to the lack of correlation between the rotations of the
inner and outer regions of gaseous halos. However, in
order to significantly suppress the rkSZ signal, the r.m.s.
variation in the estimated spin angle would have to be as
large as ≈ 50◦ (see Appendix A).
We scaled the CMB data with the angular diameter of
each galaxy’s host DM halo. This angle is fully deter-
mined by the galaxies’ redshifts and their stellar masses,
both found in MaNGA’s DRPall catalog. Stellar masses,
which are inferred from the galaxies’ Sersic photometry
(hence their h−2 cosmological dependency), were con-
verted to DM halo masses and virial radii (see § II).
Matched filtering requires a template for the expected
signal. We built two templates for each galaxy, based on
the hot fast-rotator and multi-phase slow-rotator models
described in § II. A parameter that needs to be derived
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inclination angle, i. To do so, we modeled galaxies as
oblate spheroids, for which [50]
cos i =
√
b
a − q2
1− q2 . (18)
We used the Sersic axial ratio, b/a, from the DRPall cat-
alog, and assumed that galaxies have aspect ratios of
q = 0.15 when seen edge-on. Furthermore, we assigned
an inclination of 90◦ to all galaxies whose edge-on prob-
ability reported in the morphology catalog exceeds 99%.
Our estimated inclination is irrelevant for elliptical galax-
ies.
Another reason why elliptical galaxies are problematic
for our stacking analysis is that they have, in general,
small spin parameters. For this reason, in addition to
the stack analysis of the 2,664 galaxies selected from
MaNGA’s DRPall catalog, we also performed an anal-
ysis restricted to the 1,953 spiral galaxies in the sample.
Furthermore, the environment can affect the properties
of galactic gaseous halos. The kinematics of the outer
halos of spiral galaxies in clusters may be perturbed by
close encounters with other cluster members and interac-
tions with the intra-cluster medium. Thus, we performed
a third analysis restricted to spiral galaxies which do not
reside in a cluster environment (1,235 galaxies).
The results of stacking Planck ’s CMB data on the po-
sitions of these three galaxy samples are displayed in the
upper panels of Fig. 6. Visually, the stack correspond-
ing to spiral galaxies in non-cluster environments (right
panel) shows a temperature asymmetry with the correct
sign if it were induced by the rotation of the galaxies (the
spin angle points towards the positive Y axis). The other
two samples (middle and left panels) appear consistent
with pure noise. The lower panels of Fig. 6 show the tem-
perature differences measured with an aperture filter, as
a function of the aperture’s size in units of Rvir. The
measured dipole is largest for the sample of spiral galax-
ies in non-cluster environments, but even in this case, it
does not reach the 3σ level indicated by the gray lines.
The maximum significance reached by the tempera-
ture asymmetry measured on non-cluster spirals is 2.15σ,
which occurs for an aperture size of ∼ 0.5Rvir. While
at most a marginal detection, it is suggestive enough to
raise the question of whether the measurement is real,
and if so, what could cause such an unexpectedly large
signal. To assess the robustness of the measurement, we
bootstrapped the set of 1,235 non-cluster spiral galaxies.
Fig. 7 shows the measurements for 200 bootstrap sam-
ples, together with their average. The measurements are
not uniformly distributed around a mean of zero, which
increases the confidence in the original measurement.
If real, the measured temperature asymmetry cannot
be explained by the rkSZ effect. Its 2.3µK exceeds the
maximum predicted value (based on the upper bound,
hot fast-rotator model) of 2.7×10−2 µK by two orders
of magnitude. We discuss in § VI D claims of analogous
CMB temperature asymmetries measured at the location
of nearby spirals, and possible mechanisms to generate
these large asymmetries.
Our stacked results rule out (at the 3σ level) aver-
age CMB temperature dipoles aligned with the galaxy
spins of 4.7, 5.7, and 7.0µK for all galaxies, spirals, and
non-cluster spirals, respectively. Going from these limits
on the measured temperature asymmetries to limits on
the intrinsic temperature asymmetries is not straightfor-
ward. The large width of Planck ’s beam smooths any
smaller-scale intrinsic temperature dipole. The suppres-
sion of the dipole due to smoothing depends on the red-
shift distribution of the galaxies and the shape of the sig-
nal. If we assume the shape of the signal exactly follows
that in the two rkSZ models considered in this study (a
smooth dipole-like pattern filling the galaxies’ halos), we
can correct for the smoothing of the signal by the beam.
Performing this de-convolution yields upper limits to the
average CMB temperature dipoles aligned with galaxies’
spins of 5.6, 6.9, and 8.8µK for all galaxies, spirals, and
non-cluster spirals, respectively.
Matched filtering does not uncover a signal, either. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 8 the stacked convolu-
tions between the CMB data and the galaxies’ matched
filters (assuming the multi-phase slow-rotator model and
weighting each convolution optimally). The results using
other weighting schemes, or using the hot, fast-rotating
corona as a template for the matched filters, all look very
similar, and also lack the presence of a significant peak
at the origin.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Model and observational uncertainties
The estimates shown in Table II do not include model
uncertainties. The models used to describe the gaseous
component of galactic halos are clearly simplified. For
instance, the density profiles are spherically symmetric
and the pressure profiles do not account for any rota-
tional support. For a feasibility study, and given the
current uncertainties about the properties of galactic at-
mospheres, we deem the level of detail of the kSZ models
sufficient, and leave for future work the use of more so-
phisticated models, such as the self-consistent rotating
profiles developed in [51], or models taken directly from
hydrodynamical simulations.
Two model parameters that could modify significantly
the strength and shape of the kSZ signal are the total
mass of baryons in the halo, parametrized by the halo
baryon fraction, and the galaxy’s peculiar velocity. An
effect on halo scales that we have not included in our
models is the tSZ.
Our models assume that the halo baryon abundance
matches the cosmic mean, Mb = fbMh ≡ (Ωb/Ωm)Mh.
In practice, only a small fraction of these baryons are ob-
served in galaxies, which is known as the missing baryon
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FIG. 6. Planck CMB data stacked on the positions of MaNGA galaxies after aligning with the galaxies’ spin angles, and
scaling to their Rvir. The left panels show the results for all 2,664 galaxies in our sample, the central panels for the 1,953 spiral
galaxies, and the right panels for the 1,235 spiral galaxies in non-cluster environments.
Upper panels: Equally-weighted CMB stacks. For each galaxy, located at the origin (0,0), we stacked spin-aligned 2× 2Rvir
patches. The circles correspond to Rvir and the vertical lines mark the expected galaxy spin directions (pointing towards the -y
axis, the right half is approaching the observer, and the left side receding). Any rotation-induced temperature dipole should
show a left-right cold-hot temperature asymmetry (see Fig. 3).
Lower panels: Temperature asymmetry measurements using an aperture filter, as a function of the aperture size in units of
Rvir. Black lines show the measured values, and should be compared with the expected variance from random CMB fluctuations
and instrumental noise, shown in grey (corresponding to 3σ levels). The solid lines are computed weighting equally all galaxies
in the stack. Dashed and dotted lines using optimal weights (expected signal divided by expected variance), based on the
hot/fast multi-phase/slow model, respectively.
problem. These baryons could reside in the IGM, and the
galactic halos could, as a result, be baryon-poor relative
to the cosmic abundance. A lower baryon fraction would
reduce the electron density in the halo, and therefore its
rkSZ signal.
For the limiting case in which all the gas is ionized,
the electron density scales linearly with the baryon frac-
tion through the multiplicative factor of ρ0 in Eq. (4).
A baryon fraction of half the cosmic abundance would
reduce electron densities and the kSZ signal by a factor
of two and the number of galaxies needed for a detection
would increase by a factor of four. For the more realis-
tic, multi-phase model, the impact of the overall baryon
fraction in the halo is more complex. The cooling den-
sity in Eq. (7) is independent of the total baryonic mass
of the halo (as long as DM dominates the gravitational
potential and determines the temperature of the hot gas
in hydrostatic equilibrium). The cooling radius depends
on the baryon fraction, since it is partly determined by
the initial distribution of hot gas, and it affects the den-
sity profile of the hot corona through ξc in Eq. (8). As a
result, the residual hot corona in the multi-phase model
is less sensitive to the baryon fraction than the gas in the
hot model. More physically, this is because in the multi-
phase model, the reduction in the baryons is mainly ab-
sorbed by the cold gas, except in the outer regions, where
the small densities yield a limited rkSZ signal that con-
tributes little to the SNR.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of a reduced baryon fraction
on the free electron density. A reduction in the baryon
fraction by a factor of two reduces the electron density
in the inner parts of multi-phase halos only by ∼< 10%.
Consequently, the number of galaxies needed for a de-
tection may not be as sensitive to the baryon fraction in
galactic halos may naively be expected.
When estimating the number of galaxies needed for
a detection, we also did not take into consideration the
galaxies’ peculiar velocities. Their line-of-sight velocity,
relative to the Hubble flow, can be significant [52] and
the induced kSZ effect dominant, compared to the rkSZ.
Nevertheless, since the induced temperature shift is sym-
metric with respect to the galaxies’ spin axes, the aper-
ture filter is blind to this shift. In the absence of centering
errors, matched filters are also insensitive to a symmetric
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FIG. 7. Temperature asymmetry measurements using an
aperture filter, as a function of aperture size, for stacks us-
ing the 1,253 non-cluster spiral galaxies (as in the lower-right
panel in Fig. 6). Noise estimates (in black) correspond to
three standard deviations and colored lines are measurements
for 200 bootstrap samples from the 1,235 galaxies. Differ-
ent line styles correspond to different weighting schemes as
in Fig. 6). For clarity, different weighting schemes for mea-
surements also use different colors. Thick, colored lines are
ensemble averages of measurements over the 200 bootstrap
samples.
signal. The reason is that the matched filter has odd par-
ity relative to the spin axis, and therefore a convolution
with a signal that has even parity relative to the same
direction leaves it unchanged (including the height of the
central peak). In the presence of centering errors, this
conclusion no longer holds. Fortunately, when stacking a
large ensemble of galaxies with random peculiar motions,
the effect should still average out.
The tSZ signal from galactic halos is symmetric rela-
tive to their spin axes, like the kSZ from peculiar mo-
tions, but contrary to the peculiar-motion-induced kSZ,
its sign is not random. Subsequently, in the presence
of filter centering errors, its effect on matched filtering
will not average out, and measurements will be affected.
The aperture filter is still insensitive to this effect. When
applying matched filtering to CMB data for stacking, ei-
ther the tSZ signal should be modelled and incorporated
in the analysis, or the CMB data should be cleaned from
the tSZ signal. We followed the second approach in § V.
The significance of any future detection should be as-
sessed by considering these factors, together with any
observational uncertainties in the parameters that inform
the models, such as spin angles, stellar masses, scatter in
the stellar mass to halo mass relation, etc. Such an anal-
ysis is beyond the scope of the present study but will be
warranted if/when a detection is claimed.
B. Measurement uncertainties
Misplacing the filters used to measure the rkSZ effect
relative to the signal can result in errors. A filter mis-
placement can be an off-centering relative to the galaxy,
a misalignment of the filter’s axis with the galaxy’s pro-
jected spin vector, or a combination of the two. The aver-
age effect of these misplacements (assuming they are ran-
dom) can be characterized as a suppression of the mea-
sured kSZ signal. If the probability distribution of these
positioning and alignment errors, , is given by some p(),
then the expectation value of the dipole measurement is
〈s〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
d p()s(), (19)
where s() is the value computed from Eq. 12 in the pres-
ence of an uncorrected error . In order to assess the sen-
sitivity of the aperture dipole statistic to these errors, we
assume that position offsets and misalignment angles are
both normally distributed, fully specified by their full-
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), and zero mean (i.e.
no systematic spatial offsets or misalignments).
For the aperture filter, we find that random offsets
with a FWHM=0.25Rvir suppress the measured dipole by
≈ 10% (Appendix A for further details). For reference,
offsets by 0.25Rvir are very large; they would put the
halo’s center outside its galaxy’s luminous disk. Likewise,
random misalignments with a large FWHM=50◦ weakens
the signal by ∼<30%. Based on data, we expect actual
uncertainties in the projected spin angles to be smaller,
closer to ≈ 10 deg (see § V C).
As for the aperture filter, a misplaced matched filter
will yield an erroneous measurement, and the impact of
a misplacement can be evaluated in the same way (see
Appendix A for details). A filter misalignment with a
FWHM of 50 deg reduces the correlation peak height by
less than 20% (≈ 10% for the most massive galaxies,
which contribute the most to the signal). Matched fil-
ters are more sensitive to centering errors than aperture
filters. The maximum response of the matched filter is lo-
calized at the center of the halo. An off-centering with a
FWHM of 0.25Rvir can suppress the measured signal by
≈ 20 − 45%. When stacking many galaxies, their halo’s
centers are chosen a priori. As a result, the significance
of a detection can be underestimated.
C. Detection feasibility
The number of galaxies required for a 3σ detection
shown in Table II is large for all configurations. This
raises the question of whether there are enough galaxies
on the sky to stack, and how to measure their projected
spins efficiently.
To address the first question, we consider the local
galaxy stellar mass function derived in [53] for z < 0.05,
given by a double Schechter function. After integration
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FIG. 8. Stacked convolutions of Planck CMB data with matched filters. For illustration, we only display the case where the
matched filters were built using the multi-phase slow-rotating model, and the data was stacked using optimal weights (from the
signal and variance expected from the model). The left, middle and right panel shows results using all 2,664 MaNGA galaxies,
the 1,954 spirals, and the 1,235 spirals outside of clusters, respectively. Units are arbitrary; a detection would be signaled by a
central peak of high significance compared with the random fluctuations (such a peak is absent).
FIG. 9. The figure illustrates the impact of a factor-of-two
reduction in the total baryon mass in the halo relative to the
cosmic mean value. The corresponding reduction in the den-
sity of the hot, ionized gas component is shown as a function
of radius, in units of the virial radius. Results are shown for
the same three halos as in the previous figures, labelled by the
stellar mass of their central galaxies. In the hot model, where
all the baryons are ionized, the gas density scale linearly with
the baryon fraction, independent of mass and radius (shown
in red). The hot coronae of the multi-phase gaseous halos
(shown in blue) are less affected, except in the outer regions
where the rkSZ signal contributes little to the SNR. The effect
on the multi-phase model decreases with smaller halo mass.
over mass, the number density of galaxies within a finite
mass range M ∈ [M1,M2] is given by
n = φ1Γ
(
α1 + 1,
M1
M?
,
M2
M?
)
+φ2Γ
(
α2 + 1,
M1
M?
,
M2
M?
)
,
(20)
where Γ is the incomplete gamma function,
Γ(x, a, b) =
∫ b
a
dt exp(−t)tx−1. (21)
The fitted values for the parameters are: φ1 = 4.26 ×
10−3Mpc−3, α1 = −0.46, φ2 = 0.58 × 10−3Mpc−3, α2 =
−1.58 and M? = 1010.648M.
For each of the survey bins shown in Figure 4, we mul-
tiply this galaxy number density by the corresponding co-
moving survey volume, taking into consideration the full
sky (4pi sr). The resulting number of available galaxies is
5.76× 106 for a MaNGA-like survey and 6.58× 106 for a
SAMI-like survey. To have an idea of the depth required,
the faintest galaxy in the MaNGA Primary sample has a
magnitude of G=18.68.
In Table II, we mark in bold those configurations where
the required number of galaxies is smaller than the to-
tal number of galaxies in each survey. Given the galaxy
number densities, we can convert the required number
of galaxies to an equivalent sky coverage requirement
(i.e. for surveys assumed to cover the same redshift and
stellar-mass ranges as MaNGA and SAMI). These results
are shown in Table III. Assuming that a measurement of
the projected spin angle for most galaxies is available,
future CMB experiments should be capable of detecting
the rkSZ signal with surveys of low-redshift galaxies cov-
ering a few thousands of deg2.
In the absence of spectra, the orientation of the pro-
jected spin parameter could, in principle, still be esti-
mated from photometry. From MaNGA data, the posi-
tion angle of the single-component Sersic fit in the r-band
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MaNGA-like SAMI-like
Hot, fast-rotating corona
Planck 21,945 — 11,588 X — 38,351
ACT 1,857 — 656 4,479 — 1,902
Simons 1,554 — 167 3,423 — 450
CMB-S4 1,456 — 17 3,216 — 38
CMB-HD 683 — 5 621 — 9
multi-phase, slow-rotating corona
Planck X — X X — X
ACT X — X X — X
Simons X — 11,559 X — 35,896
CMB-S4 X — 1,386 X — 4,364
CMB-HD X — 513 X — 1,611
TABLE III. Minimum footprint size of surveys required for a
3σ detection of a rkSZ signal, in deg2. This corresponds to the
required number of galaxies, shown in Table II, and converted
to sky coverage using the stellar mass function described in
§ VI C. The minimum footprint assumes that the spin angle
for each galaxy can be measured. An ”X” indicates that the
required sky area exceeds the full sky.
is highly correlated with the projected spin angle we es-
timated using the O II emission line. We find that the
standard deviation of the difference between the photo-
metric position angle and the O II derived angle is just
9.0◦. However, the morphological direction from photom-
etry alone leaves the sense of the rotation, which is crucial
for attempts to measure the rkSZ signal, undetermined.
On the other hand, the spectroscopic requirement to dis-
cern the sense of the projected spin, given its orientation,
will be much less demanding than the ones reached in re-
cent IFU surveys. Lower-resolution, faster surveys could
be envisioned, maybe even narrow-band imaging, to de-
tect the Doppler asymmetry on the two sides of a galaxy
whose orientation is known.
Future H I surveys will provide additional information
on gas kinematics for a large number of nearby galax-
ies, extending beyond their stellar component. For ex-
ample, the WALLABY survey (Widefield ASKAP L-
band Legacy All-sky Blind SurveY, [54]) will cover ≈
31, 000 deg2, up to a redshift of z < 0.26, and could
marginally resolve ≈ 540, 000 galaxies [55]. We expect
that such marginally resolved observations should be suf-
ficient to break the spin-orientation uncertainty when
combined with photometric surveys. Existing H I data
has already been used to estimate galactic spins, show-
ing that they are aligned with cosmic filaments [56].
D. Non-detection on MaNGA galaxies using
Planck
The large numbers of required galaxies in § II make
it clear that the rkSZ temperature dipole is swamped
by noise, and cannot be measured with Planck data
stacked onto ≈ 2, 000 MaNGA galaxies. The reason is
that, while the hot, fast-rotating model (an upper bound)
predicts a maximum temperature dipole due to rkSZ of
2.7 × 10−2 µK, we expect fluctuations due to the CMB
and instrumental noise of a few µK. The main limita-
tion is Planck ’s beam size. When the aperture filter is
used, reducing the beam’s FHWM to 1.4 arcmin already
captures 80-85% of the improvement achieved by ACT
compared to Planck. Reducing the noise level to ACT’s
while keeping the 5.0 arcmin beam, captures only ∼< 10%
of the improvement. When using a matched filter, the
difference is less stark, but still in favor of reducing the
beam size (∼ 75% vs. ∼ 65% in potential improvement
capture).
When restricting our analysis to spiral galaxies in non-
cluster environments, a 2.3µK temperature dipole is
measured at 2.15σ significance, which, while not suffi-
ciently high to claim as a detection, is suggestive, and
merits further discussion. For this subset of galaxies,
our analysis rules out average temperature anisotropies
aligned with the galaxy spins larger than 7.0µK (8.8µK
when taking into account the beam smoothing). In con-
trast, several studies have measured CMB temperature
anisotropies aligned with the rotation axis of nearby spi-
ral galaxies of a few tens of µK [19–22]. This discrepancy
may be due to the different scales involved (the mea-
surements around local galaxies cover only ≈ 0.1Rvir),
may indicate that the nearby spirals for which the (large)
asymmetries have been measured are not representative
of our sample of galaxies, or the topology of the tempera-
ture anisotropies may be very sensitive to beam smooth-
ing (for instance, compact sources close to the spin axis).
Quoting from [19], the observed temperature asym-
metries could be produced by five mechanisms: (i) free-
free emission; (ii) synchrotron emission; (iii) anomalous
microwave emission from dust grains; (iv) the kinetic
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect; and (v) cold gas clouds that
populate the halo. Our results rule out the kSZ effect
(mechanism iv): an M31-type galaxy would induce a
temperature dipole of at most ≈ 0.24µK (assuming a
fully ionized, fast rotating halo), far below the ≈ 100µK
measured for M31 [19]. A possible explanation based on
thermal emission by dust is explored in [57], where a dust
model capable of explaining the temperature asymmetry
of M31 halo is described. If dust emission were respon-
sible, it would show the existence of leakage in the CMB
maps. Such a large contaminant would have to be re-
moved from CMB data, following its specific spectrum,
to ease any future detection of rkSZ from gaseous galactic
halos.
Alternatively, bright, Doppler shifted dust emission it-
self could be used as a probe to study the angular mo-
mentum of the gaseous halos of galaxies. For dust to
be a tracer of halo gas and its rotation, it needs to be
kinematically coupled to the gas.
Given the low gas densities in the galactic halos, the
mean free path of gas molecules is much larger than the
characteristic size of dust grains. For an effective molec-
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ular cross-section of σm = pi(2.7× 10−8)2 cm2 (using H2
as a reference), and mean atomic weight per hydrogen
µ = 1.4, the mean free path is λ =
µmH√
2ρσm
= 2.3× 10−4
(
ρ
10−24 g cm−3
)−1
pc. (22)
In this regime, we can express the stopping time due to
Epstein’s drag in terms of characteristic values for dust
grains’ density (δ = 3 g cm−3), size (s = 0.1µm), gas den-
sity (ρ = 10−26 g cm−3), and temperature (T = 106 K):
ts =
δs
ρvth
= 7.8× 10−3
(
δ
3 g cm−3
)(
s
0.1µm
)(
ρ
10−26 g cm−3
)−1(
T
106K
)− 12
Gyr (23)
Kinematic coupling between dust and gas depends on
the dust grain size distribution function, which can be
rather wide [58]. We assume that dust is kinematically
coupled to gas when its orbital period (around the cen-
ter of the galaxy) exceeds its stopping time. For the
hot, fast-rotating model, the ratio between stopping time
and orbital period is a monotonic increasing function of
the distance to the halo’s center, and also of dust grain
size. So is the ratio for cold gas in the multi-phase,
slow-rotating model. For hot coronae in multi-phase at-
mospheres, the same ratio becomes a mildly decreasing
function of the distance to the halo’s center (while still
increasing with grain size).
In Figure 10, we display the locations in galactic halos
at which dust is coupled (as a function of distance to the
center and grain size). For massive galaxies (≈ 1011M),
dust is coupled to hot gas throughout the entire halo,
no matter which model better describes it. Cold gas is
only coupled in the inner part of the halo. If the hot
fast-rotating corona were an accurate model, even low-
mass galaxies (≈ 109M) would have their dust cou-
pled to hot gas completely for dust grains smaller than
(3 − 4) × 10−2 µm, and 0.1µm grains would be cou-
pled within 0.55Rvir. In the more realistic scenario of a
multi-phase, slow-rotating gaseous halo, the coupling is
strongly dependent on the dust grain size. Galaxy masses
of 1010M can only keep grains smaller than 4×10−2 µm
coupled to a significant fraction of their hot coronae (the
outer half), and for galaxy masses of 109M that limit
drops to 10−2 µm (see Fig. 10). As galaxy mass decreases,
and the fraction of gas in the cold phase increases, so does
the distance up to which dust can couple to cold gas.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the feasibility of detecting
the kSZ signal from the coherent rotation of the gaseous
halos of galaxies. Such a detection would provide novel
insight into the angular momentum distribution of gas,
and more broadly, into galaxy formation. Our analysis
FIG. 10. Dust grain size - distance to halo’s center combina-
tions for which the dust’s orbital period exceeds its stopping
time (and thus it can be coupled kinematically to gas). The
area above each line is where the dust is coupled to the gas.
We display the results for three galaxies of different mass, for
the two galactic atmosphere models described in § II. Lines
for M? = 10
11M are not visible because dust is coupled
to hot gas at all radii and grain sizes within the parameter
space. The internal density of dust particles is assumed to be
3 g/cm3.
is based on two models for galactic atmospheres: a fully
ionized gaseous halo rotating at the DM halo’s circular
velocity, which can be considered an upper bound, and a
more realistic model consisting of a multi-phase gaseous
halo rotating at a fraction of the DM halo’s circular ve-
locity. As a proof-of-concept, we stacked public Planck
CMB data on the positions of ≈ 2, 000 MaNGA galaxies
after aligning these data with the galaxies’ locations and
spins, and scaling them to their halos’ expected angu-
lar diameters. Our main findings can be summarized as
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follows:
• The number of galaxies required for a 3σ detection
with current CMB data is large, at best 1.6× 106,
putting it beyond current capabilities in terms of
galactic spin measurements. The primary limita-
tion is angular resolution in the CMB data, which
only marginally resolves gaseous halos.
• Future high-resolution, low-noise CMB experi-
ments will significantly reduce the required number
of galaxies. A galaxy survey measuring the spins of
nearby galaxies covering a few tens of deg2 could
be sufficient to rule out upper-bound models, and
≈ 1, 000 deg2 should be sufficient to detect galaxies’
rkSZ effect.
• The use of matched filtering can reduce the num-
ber of galaxies needed up to an order of magnitude
for future CMB experiments. Such measurements
can be sensitive to filter shape and centering errors,
particularly in the presence of non-random CMB
temperature anisotropies at the scales of galactic
halos, such as those induced by their thermal SZ
effect.
• A stacking analysis of Planck CMB data on the
position of MaNGA galaxies rules out average non-
random temperature dipoles aligned with their spin
angles down to 5.6, 6.9 and 8.8µK for galaxies of
all types, spiral galaxies, and spiral galaxies in non-
cluster environments respectively. This may be
inconsistent with asymmetries of up to ≈ 100µK
measured in nearby spiral galaxies (e.g. M31).
• If Doppler shifted, anomalous thermal dust emis-
sion is responsible for the measured asymmetries,
as is claimed in a recent study [57], it could mask
the rkSZ signal induced by gaseous galactic halos.
This contaminant could be removed before search-
ing for the kSZ signal.
• Alternatively, and more interestingly, the emission
from dust itself could be used to trace the kinemat-
ics of hot gas. Simple models indicate that such
dust in the halo could be coupled to the hot gas,
except for relatively large grains in low-mass, multi-
phase gaseous halos.
We conclude that the rotational kinematic Sunyaev-
Zeldovich signal, imprinted on the cosmic microwave
background by spinning hot gas in galactic halos, is
a promising and novel probe of galaxy formation, and
should be feasible to detect in future, high-resolution
CMB surveys, combined with estimates for the spin ori-
entations of ∼< 104 galaxies. A much larger number of
galaxies would allow studies of the dependence of the an-
gular momentum of the gas on galaxy properties.
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Appendix A: Impact of filter misalignment and
centering errors.
Even in the absence of noise, the true temperature
dipole induced by the rkSZ effect can differ from the one
measured for any given galaxy. A centering error in the
aperture filter described in § III A, and/or a misalign-
ment between the filter’s axis and the galaxy’s projected
spin vector, will suppress the measured dipole. The same
applies when convolving a matched filter with the CMB
data. While for a single galaxy the maximum response
to the matched filter localizes the center of the galaxy’s
halo, when stacking the data for many noise-dominated
galaxies, their center needs to be chosen a priori.
To assess the sensitivity of these filters to these errors,
we computed the mean response of the filter according
to Eq. 19, assuming that the centering offsets and mis-
alignments both follow zero-mean, normal distributions:
〈R〉θ = 2√
2piσθ
∫ ∞
0
dθ exp
[
− θ
2
2σ2θ
]
R(θ), (A1)
〈R〉xy =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dxdy
2piσ2xy
exp
[
−x
2 + y2
2σ2xy
]
R(x, y). (A2)
We show in Fig. 11 the mean effect on the measured
signal (dipole for the aperture filter and maximum cor-
relation for matched filter) of a filter off-centering and
misalignment for three galaxies of different mass and the
two different atmosphere models described in S II.
The aperture filter is quite robust to both off-centering
and misalignment. If the error on the position of the
halo’s center follows a Gaussian distribution a FWHM
equal to a quarter of the virial radius, the measured
dipole will be suppressed by ≈ 10%. Errors in the
galaxy’s projected spin angle by a FWHM of 50 deg re-
duce the measured dipole by less than 30%.
While the matched filter shows a similar robustness to
misalignment, it is far more sensitive to centering errors.
Offsets in the halo’s center by a quarter of a virial radius
can suppress the measured signal by ≈ 45%. This behav-
ior is to be expected due to the localized nature of the
correlation between the matched filter and the signal.
Appendix B: Variance of aperture filter dipole
measurements
Following [33], we can estimate the variance of a dipole
measured over an aperture. For any given galaxy, the
dipole measurement is s = ∆TR −∆TL, where ∆TR is
the mean temperature anisotropy measured within the
right half of the aperture and ∆TL the same within the
left half of the aperture. The CMB anisotropies have
rotational symmetry, and the variance on the measured
signal induced by them is given by Eqs. 13 and 14.
The window function used in this study is a semi-circle
centered on each galaxy of radius a in units of the its host
halo’s virial radius projected on the sky. This choice of
window function is not circularly symmetric and it can
be thought of the product of a top hat and a rectangular
filter, W (x, y) = W1(x, y)W2(x, y),
W1(x, y) =
{
1
pia2 if x
2 + y2 ≤ a2
0 otherwise
(B1)
W2(x, y) =
{
1 if |y| ≤ a ∧ x ≤ a ∧ x ≥ 0
0 otherwise
(B2)
for a right aperture. For a left aperture, W2 is displaced
by a to the left of the x-axis. The resulting half circle’s
window form, as a function of ` ≡ (`x, `y) is W˜ = W˜1 ∗
W˜2, or
W˜ (`) =
8
a`
J1 (a`) ∗
sin
(
a`x
2
)
sin (a`y)
`x`y
exp
[
∓ia`x
2
]
,
(B3)
here J1 is the Bessel function of first kind, ∗ repre-
sents a convolution, the negative sign on the exponen-
tial corresponds to the right aperture and the posi-
tive sign to the left aperture. We assume a Gaus-
sian beam function which depends on the CMB exper-
iment’s beam’s full width at half maximum (FWHM),
b` = exp
[
−FWHM216 ln 2 `(`+ 1)
]
. The power spectrum C`
includes that of the CMB and any contributions of in-
strumental noise.
Appendix C: Selecting galaxies from MaNGA for
stacking.
We selected a set of galaxies for stacking by combin-
ing information from the MaNGA DRPALL catalog with
two value-added catalogs from SDSS DR15: the MaNGA
Morphology Deep Learning DR15 and the GEMA-VAC, see
§ V for a brief description of them. The starting point
are the 4,690 records with information in DRPALL. Re-
moving all records flagged with potential quality issues
reduces the initial number to 4,196 (see https://www.
sdss.org/dr15/algorithms/bitmasks/ for a descrip-
tion of the bitmask used in the drp3qual field).
We removed objects with more than one observation,
that is, duplicates in the mangaid field. There are 4,093
un-flagged objects with unique observations. Only ob-
jects in one of the three science target samples were con-
sidered, bringing the total number to 3,939. We com-
puted their projected spin angle as described in § V C,
and removed those galaxies for which such a calculation
yielded numerical errors, keeping 3,931 galaxies.
A key assumption in the analysis of Planck data on
MaNGA galaxies is that the spin of the outer gaseous
halo is aligned with that of the inner regions, which are
the ones probed by MaNGA IFU spectrographs. We
deemed this assumption more likely if the inner kinemat-
ics probed by different tracers are consistent with each
other. To test for consistency, we also computed the spin
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FIG. 11. Mean suppression in the measured rkSZ signal due to off-centering relative to the halo position and to misalignment
relative to the galaxy’s projected spin angle.
Upper panels: Effect of a Gaussian error in the position of the filter, relative to the halo’s center, as a function of the error’s
FWHM in units of the virial radius. On the left, effect for an aperture filter measuring the signal’s dipole. On the right, effect
for the measured correlation of a matched filter and the signal at the estimated (erroneous) halo center.
Lower panels: Effect of a Gaussian error in the orientation of the filter axis relative to the galaxy’s projected spin vector, as
a function of the error’s FWHM in degrees. As in the upper panels, on the left the effect for the aperture filter is displayed
and on the right, for the matched filter.
angle using the Hα line (6,564 A˚). We modeled the differ-
ence between this angle and the one from the O II line by
a random variable whose pdf is a combination of a (zero
mean) Gaussian and a uniform distributions, as is shown
on Fig. 12. The rationale for this choice is that, while
most galaxies show a high correlation between spins es-
timated with different emission lines, some show little or
no correlation. We calculated the best fit values for the
Gaussian width and the uniform distribution height, and
used the former to discard galaxies for which the differ-
ence between the spin angle estimated from O II and that
from Hα exceeds five standard deviations of the Gaussian
component. The standard deviation that maximizes the
likelihood of our data is 1.8 deg (although the fit is not
good, see Fig. 12), which indicates a very tight correla-
tion between the spin angle measured using Hα and O II.
If that standard deviation is representative of the true
uncertainty on the spin angle, our measurements will not
be severely affected by errors in the spin angle estima-
tion (see Appendix A). A visual inspection of some of
the outliers showed that they were either galaxies with a
complex velocity field (i.e. no clear overall rotation pat-
tern) or face-on systems that would contribute little to
a rkSZ measurement. Removing the outliers shrank our
stacking sample to 2,901 galaxies.
Adding morphological information allowed us to reject
galaxies with a high probability of being interactive sys-
tems (P MERG>0.95). This was motivated by the fact that
the kinematics of the outer regions of interacting systems
can be perturbed to the point of having little correlation
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FIG. 12. Histogram showing the difference between the spin
angle computed using the Hα line and the angle derived from
O II (average of both O II lines). A mixture model with a
Gaussian and a uniform component is a poor fit (indicated
by the fat tails). To compensate for the badness of fit, we
apply a 5σ cut to identify outliers.
with the inner kinematics probed by MaNGA. This fur-
ther reduced the size of our stacking sample to a final
number of 2,664 galaxies.
